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Abstract. Cloud computing is a popular paradigm in information technology and computing as 
it offers numerous advantages in terms of economical saving and minimal management effort to 
many organizations agencies. Although elasticity and flexibility brings tremendous benefits, it 
still raises many information security challenges that have created a barrier against adopting this 
agile Cloud computing. This paper provides a review study on the cloud computing as well 
identifying 25-key factors to fulfil better practice in cloud computing and way of making the 
environment of the cloud computing more qualified to many organizations agencies. 
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1. Introduction 
The future is a promising cloud computing infrastructure style that can deploy large-scale applications 
is an advantage effective method of cost [1].Cloud computing enables users to access a variety of 
conquerable facilities such as data storage, processing, infrastructure, and applications [2]. Ability cloud 
the quantum of users to access cloud services to hold systems secure and daily growing in cloud medium 
[3]. The multiplicity of computing technology is valuable by government institutions using services and 
projects based on cloud computing for run applications in cloud computing [3]. The structure of 
operations is based on working on distributed, unorganized and complex environments of services that 
include a range of services provided and thus joining the cloud by a different method. For example, the 
firms that are using cloud-computing technology and process mobile devices can implement the 
equipment wireless for trade checking, recovery, detection, commercial intrusion detection systems [4]. 
Meanwhile, mobile cloud computing is a business model, which will  compute the tasks distributed A 
large number of Cloud computers of resources, so that  cloud users can Computer power, data storage 
management and cloud information services on-demand [5]. Relying on the continuous growth of 
network bandwidth cost, under the mature conditions, clients can connect with cloud users limited in 
cloud computing and data storage through some protocols and servers by translating the mouse and 
keyboard as input to data cloud through thin clients, the client then returns results. The cloud provides 
organizations with data storage functionality. Sharing cloud resources is better than expanding your own 
platforms. Enterprise and enterprise cloud computing provides a reliable, flexible data system and a 
profitable cloud infrastructure in terms of spending [6] . aside from the cloud on the student user's need 
to place them dynamically scaled, internet cloud resources of the Internet accused, the cloud has not 
only transformed the method cloud services are delivered, the business of information technology based 
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companies during the life cycle has seen less time to develop applications that serve users in all 
organizations [7]. Cloud Computing works in innovating new ways to   change the feature of saving 
information completing applications. Software and data management through computer working on 
hosting information on the cloud combine them form groups of servers and computers connected to the 
Interne [8]. However, in reality cloud challenge is a broad subject, and any policy mix standards, 
technologies, and mitigation protection controls cloud information's storage, cloud platforms, and the 
cloud of possible services malicious insider and outsider threats in the cloud environments [9]. 
Furthermore, the current research in cloud computing challenge paid attention on the provision of use 
mitigation control technology through a set of issues in the cloud to store data securely, encourage user 
confidence in the use of cloud must work on the stability of services, cloud platform and data delivery, 
cloud trust, sensitive confidentiality and cloud information [10]. More recently, the literature witnessed 
a surge of studies from various disciplines in the cloud challenge management, however slight is well-
known about the challenge elements that effect cloud computing adoption services [11].  
 
2. Cloud Computing 
 Cloud computing share cloud ownership of infrastructure and applications that provide a cloud over the 
Internet. Providing the user with services for cloud computing services, providing a product that meets 
the needs of the user and is aware of the problem involved in the use of this service provided. Therefore, 
the services provided are developed by tracking cloud networks and analysing applications and services 
provided by the cloud to users [12]. Additionally, cloud computing service provides better compatibility, 
scalability   and network connectivity on demand for many computing resources including servers, cloud 
network components, operating systems,  software applications,  cloud virtualization resources (sharing 
and pooling resource), and cloud services [13]. In common, cloud computing represents a broad growth 
of dispersed computing, parallel computing besides network computing. The cloud computing is the 
result of applications of conceptual combination of Utilities cloud Computing, cloud Virtualization data, 
Software as a Service (SaaS), Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) and Platform as a Service (PaaS)[14] . 
Cloud attribute to software implementation, and infrastructure that the network provide that is used to 
these services in a cloud data centre [8] .However, fast software development in the using Cloud, 
computing technology leads to deploying and more the cloud services to network pool. The Cloud 
computing provides a range of services (CSPs) [15].  
 

 
 

Figure 1.   Cloud service models [16] 
 

Figure 1.  Categories cloud service resources through cloud computing platform is important for service 
IaaS infrastructure services, PaaS and SaaS platform services applications and services [16]. There are 
several key challenges within the cloud computing environment , which include mobility and application 
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security issues , cloud security services and applications issues, cloud security data issues , cloud security 
issues  and cloud security platform [17]. 

3. Cloud Services  
The cloud technology implementation provides several advantages to the public sector and at the heart 
of them is cutting costs. Generality government organizations chiefly in the developing countries are 
committed in take on the cloud technology because of the growth of cloud adoption in E-government 
services[18]. Additionally, the providers of the cloud computing service always update their services 
and system, which in case leave no negative impact on the services [19].Nevertheless, nowadays, the 
sudden traffic volume has come to forefront as a new challenge to the users of the e-government services. 
This problem often occurs when the government organizations and some internet companies are in the 
construction of data centres. Therefore, it must be in accordance with the peak value of planning 
capacity[20]. The majority of past studies with regard to cloud challenge in services were concern in 
discovering the cloud issues leaving a large body of the literature. Yet, the literature still lacks to 
adequate studies in the cloud challenge management, especially in government services. However, those 
studies address this issue generally. In other words, the past studies in cloud computing adoption focus 
in the general factors that area associated with service quality rather than specifying on challenge 
management.  Free few studies investigate the determinants of cloud computing challenge adoption 
based on users’ service perspective. Research by [21]. Investigates the important challenge factors that 
affect cloud computing challenge adoption by Saudi government departments. A model proposed for 
three groups, Cloud Challenge Risks Category Social, Factors category, and Perceived Cloud Challenge 
was tested by using the SPSS and mean tools. The overall results shows that those three groups have 
positive effect on the cloud challenge adoption [22].Table .1, summarizes the literature gap and suggests 
for future trend. Indeed, past literature still lack to adequate research in cloud challenge control based 
on users’ perspective. Even though, there are few studies attempted to explore the critical factors that 
are associated with cloud control challenge such as [23].This study narrowed the focus on three limited 
groups and used average test only. However, in this research, cloud-computing challenge will extend to 
include a large size of control factors that address and mitigate cloud-computing issues. In addition, the 
fuzzy model with algorism is used which is more rigor than average test [24]. 
 

Table 1. The literature gap and the research trend 

 

4.   Cloud Perspectives Factors 
Cloud computing technology rush is making and the effect is felt all crossways in government 
organisation. Therefore, controlling challenge of cloud computing issues are playing significant part in 
the IT plans [25] . Although some challenge controls and policies are devised for each element of cloud 
computing, an empirical model of cloud computing challenge management through quantitative 
measurements is important to examine the cloud computing controls on challenge issues[13]. 
 
 
 
  
 

Concept Details 
The literature 
gap 

Lack to adequate research in cloud challenge management based on users’ 
perspective. Lack to rigor analysis methodology 

The objective 
of this study 

In this research, cloud-computing challenge will be extended to include factors 
that address cloud challenge management issues comprehensively. In addition, 
the analysis will be undergone by rigor statistical analysis tool which is fuzzy 
regression with algorism will be used which is more rigor than average test. 
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Table 2. Database search  
 

Journal Type Search results Filters Filters years 
Web of science 201 77 48   2016  

to 
2020 

SCOPUS 177 31 27 
Another 33 5 3 

Total 411 113 78 
 
The review Table 2 highlights the control factors that mitigate cloud-computing issues in government’s 
services. The review provides identify 25- key factors to avoid the challenges or to reduce the challenges 
for adoption of cloud computing. 

4.1. Developing authentication models in the Cloud 
Cloud service providers (CSP) and Cloud User can be distinguished [3]. This must not be confused with 
user authentication, a component of the character management system [26]. However, cloud data storage 
does not affect data authentication analysis to determine whether it should be accepted in evidence [27]. 
The question is whether the document is what it means. E-mail is no additional or fewer reliable because 
it is stored behind the corporate firewall or data stored in the cloud [7]. The question, therefore, is 
whether it has been stored in court, and the law court can expectation that it has not been changed since 
it was sent or received. Authentication mechanisms will be increased or reduced to accommodate cloud 
threat patterns for cloud computing users in their cloud computing environments [10]. 

4.2. High Availability of Cloud Services 
The organisations deal with some applications for tasks where this can indicate a break for the difference 
between CPS and clients [4]. In addition, cloud providers must be aware of these stringent availability 
requirements and be prepared to deliver this information with full assurance. Standardize the 
participation of cloud users and information resources should be in accordance with the availability of 
resources, this means that the levels of information available from developers to design approve and 
maintain the models[15] . This measure is significant for a high degree of automation and availability 
across multiple data centre environments [5]. In addition, the availability is far reaching through which 
a full range of computing resources can be accessed and usable [28]. The loss may be partial or complete, 
depending on whether the availability is temporary or permanent   

4.3. Using Cloud Multi-Tenant Infrastructure Model 
When looking at the cloud computing environment, the term "multiple leases" allows cloud users to 
share their infrastructure and database in order to take advantage of the performance and cost that comes 
with economies of scale [29]. In addition, shared computing resources may face threats to data loss, or 
data privacy [30].The multi-part leasing of machine-based virtual cloud infrastructure, together with 
fine details of bodily resources are shared among guest virtual machines, may result in new sources of 
cloud threat [31].In addition organisations using cloud technology to understand data challenge controls 
in multi-tenant cloud environments are very important organisations or institutions [30]. 

4.4.  Better Cloud Compatibility and Scalability for Cloud Services 
The development potential is very important for development teams, so the project must have sufficient 
capacity to grow with the business process and demands without causing problems for existing 
applications [32]. This can enable the enterprise to leverage its volume after one server to hundreds of 
servers minus[33]. The volume enables the government to obtain the largest cloud computing resources 
to perform temporary intensive computing tasks when needed without re-investing in redundant 
computing capabilities to meet the high non-recurring demand [15].Cloud services can be used in this 
manner efficiently and at a known cost Because of its fast capacity  and easy deployment, yet the cloud 
service provides a highly scalable environment to handle the load better [34]. 
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4.5. Need to Virtualization Technology in Cloud Computing Environments 
Cloud Virtualization solved the problem of scalability to a certain extent due to its ability to cloud and 
distributed nature[35]. In addition, it also helps the person in charge of the data centre to manage the 
server with absolute ease by using some programming interfaces for easy-to-use applications. Therefore, 
many facets of this technology are available, but they have emerged mainly as a winner in the integration 
and optimization of data centres [36].In adding, the program can be upgraded and maintained without 
user notice because the VM can be migrated from one host device to another while it is running. All 
these provide a high increase in flexibility and efficiency. Virtualization is an important aspect of real 
software deployment [37]. However, the typical distributed virtualization system is divided into three 
main parts - a node Organisation, computing node, shared data storage [38]. 

4.6.  Implement Automated Tools and Develop Application Portability  
The service provider provides information upon request to resolve the cloud from another service 
provider [24].The implementation use of automated version controls reduces risk in cloud 
computing[12]. In addition, cloud infrastructure is a combination of two or more clouds private, 
community or public[39]. Integrated with standard or proprietary technologies that enable data transfer 
and applications e.g., cloud bursting for load balance between clouds [25]. The cloud line is composed 
of two or additional clouds. The clouds represent unique entities but at the same time are closely related 
to each other in a standard way. The enabling the required data as well as loading the application [28]. 

4.7.  Review service-level agreements  
Services may require increased complexity of Service Level Agreements (SLS) covering emerging 
challenge issues as well as cloud challenge such as data availability, data integrity, and confidential 
sensitive data [40]. However, cloud computing consists of virtual computers, widely interconnected on 
the basis of Egyptian-level agreements (SLA) that were established through negotiations between the 
consumer and the service provider [41].Thus establishing a level of compliance with cloud providers 
and agreeing on some SLAs (service level) and ensuring that data is not protected in privacy [42]. The  
may experience application developers with a range of negative scenarios, each with its own identity 
without a solution based on the identity of the claim [19]. 

4.8. Flexibility Access to Data on Cloud Storage 
Applications to control access to the clouds stay the essential flexibility and scalability to provision a 
big number of workers and capitals in a dynamic and mixed environment, with cooperation and info 
exchange needs [43]. A cloud vendor often offer services to directly access cloud storage of mobile 
client applications, or our services in the cloud forms a gateway to access cloud storage [44].Cloud 
computing flexibility offers greater flexibility than previous computing methods by supporting a wide 
variety of technologies and structures [29]. Application to control access to the cloud flexibility and 
scalability necessary to support a large number of users and resources in a dynamic and heterogeneous 
environment, cooperation and information exchange needs [45]. 

4.9.  Create, Deploy, Develop, and Implement Policies and Procedures for the Cloud  
Focus on synchronization, plans and procedures in the development process, allowing the transfer of 
tasks[46]. Risk management planning is both effort and organizational, drawing together risk policies, 
practices and procedures organized in a holistic and coherent manner that will address the peculiar nature 
of risks to the project [24]. Develop appropriate standard operating procedures [47]. In this proliferation, 
operational challenge changes from the hands of either one group to another or cloud vendor [48]. 
Therefore, it is responsible for what must be padded out. Different departments, users and management 
areas have different policies and a range of bets. To avoid caution must be leaked data when the 
responsibility changes from the hands [35] . 

4.10. Challenge Cloud Infrastructure Need to Trust Computing and Cryptography 
Data need be endangered in a consistent way with policies, both in the organisation's computing centre 
or the cloud. There is no stock service contract covering the range of cloud services available and the 
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needs of different organizations [49].Moreover, it is important to reduce the costs of running efficiently 
on encrypted data [50].Reputation Manager is responsible for managing a database of cloudlets and 
dozens of reputations. Whenever a mobile user interface with a small cloud shake, the user can evaluate 
the small cloud shake, by offering an assessment of the director directly reputation, or by a small cloud 
shake [49]. In either case, the owner of the small cloud shake may not modify the classification. 

4.11. Data Protection and Integrity for the Cloud  
Cloud data storage characteristically resides in a communal environment with the same location with 
data from other clients [51]. Organizations transmission subtle data and organize data in a cloud, 
therefore, must represent the means by which data access is controlled and data challenge is maintained 
[24]. Data integration with the assigned parts of the assigned [21].After an instance in the services 
container   parts, the instance of the service will usually make use of additional parts the end of the year, 
which include for example databases and transaction screens [52]. 

4.12.  Enhancing Cyber Challenge Systems 
It is necessary to reduce risks such as cyber-attacks [53]. Thus, the successful implementation of the risk 
assessment for this comprehensive cyber challenge requires the development of measures to measure 
the characteristics of information challenge on data confidentiality, data integrity and data availability 
[54]. Another challenge is to determine what should be automated responses, and thus potentially be 
manipulated by attackers, which still makes human decision-making fundamentally. A behavioural 
element to assess the risks of cyberspace challenge represents rationality constrained by human agents, 
environmental noise and decision-making process [55]. 

4.13.  Change Management and Incident Response Procedures (Plan) 
The organisation requirements to assess its CSP capability to provide sufficient event retort as well as 
its own incident response procedures to disrupt the system and data theft scenarios [54]. Cloud service 
plans are developed by candidates according to user requirements, which often include an incident 
response plan [26]. Incident response is a different important view to enhance challenge and privacy in 
the cloud [52]. 

4.14.   Hypervisor Complexity 
Hypervisor wants towards stay locked depressed and hard-bitten by using the best practices [11]. The 
core concerns of corporate and cloud virtual users must be sound management of the conformation and 
processes as well as the physical challenge of the server that hosts the Hyper Server cloud [56]. The 
programs that are run in host machines are called to create and manage machines as a Hyper Server or 
virtual cloud-monitoring device [57]. 

4.15. Cloud Reduce Denial of Service (DoS) Attack 
The  renunciation of facility attack encompasses fullness of the target with requirements to stop it from 
replying to legitimate requests in a timely method [58] . The attacker typically uses manifold computers 
[59].Availability is a requirement that data storage and operations are protected and prevented from 
denial of service to authorized cloud users [52]. 

4.16. Understand the Fundamental Technologies  
The cloud service benefactor uses governance services counting the insinuations of the relevant 
technical panels on the system's challenge and data privacy system, in relation to the software 
development of the system and to all components of the organisation [60].The benefits, which are 
technology functions, are able to change dramatically during software development projects because 
basic technologies are rapidly changing [6]. 

4.17.  Services are Fully Managed and Delivered by a Third Party in Cloud Computing  
The Organisations then companies are losing control over how they secure cloud computing 
environments[15]. Then enables organizations to use cloud computing platform and important business 
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function environments that need to find an answer to these questions from [33].The safe is my cloud 
data and in SQL, and kept my private data in the cloud and in SQL, other clients can access SQL My 
data, how all this affects my compliance requirements, whether there is a challenge management 
involving my data [27]. my data is backed up and kept for enough time [14]. 

4.18.  Reducing Cost and Carbon Footprint for Cloud Services 
 The nature of on-demand cloud service allows organizations to reduce costs, while also providing a 
reduction of cloud developers since the cloud services and control by the provider. In addition, to protect 
user privacy through expensive techniques computationally [61].This will reduce the carbon footprint 
resulting from the different forms of transport currently in use. Given these, there will be a reduction in 
e-waste and carbon emissions [62]. Moreover, reducing capital expenditures - lower hardware costs, 
licensing, maintenance and overhead costs [5]. 

4.19. Controls Need to Composite Cloud Services 
The cloud providers can be formed through overlapping and coatings with additional cloud services. 
The SaaS provider can build its services on the cloud services of AAAs or IAAS [63]. The level of 
availability of data from the cloud software as a service and then build on the availability of those 
services [64]. Cloud services that use third-party cloud providers to outsource or subcontract some of 
their own cloud services should raise concerns, including the scope of third-party control, 
responsibilities involved, remedies and available asylum problems should occur [59]. 

4.20. Speed of Cloud Deployment and Ease Integration  
The cloud can be deployed path in a very small period [65]. The same cross, the introduction of a new-
fangled user into the cloud occurs instantly and rapidly, eliminating waiting periods [64]. Also, the 
integrity of cloud applications occurs automatically in users of cloud installations and business 
developments are certified to choose required cloud services and requests that suit their favourites, while 
spending minimal effort in integrating and customizing those applications [59]. Cloud service providers 
community support projects can meet cloud resource requirements much [36]. 

4.21.  Decreased effort in management technology in Cloud Computing  
Cloud computing is able to allow the organisation to attention more time on goalmouths [66]. Most 
cloud service aids are based on a unified basis that has already been created by IT that facilitates better 
support [67]. This basis also makes cloud computing capitals easier to provide, which in turn paves the 
way for a more consistent technology upgrade and accelerated completion of IT reserve demands[68]. 
In fact, the low voltage management technology in cloud computing is important to alleviate the problem 
using more tools and techniques [24]. 

4.22.  Managing Cloud Data Confidentiality and Increasing Auditability  
The encryption deployment, VLAN, firewalls although greatest companies outsource workforce and 
many companies that use external email services to grip subtle data; challenge is one of the most 
important objections frequently cited to cloud computing [32]. Forecasters and cynical companies ask, 
the would trust their core data out there somewhere [69]. Encryption can be used to secure transmission, 
which is a process of translating encrypted text into a shadow text [51]. 

4.23.  Implement Application Level for Data Caching  
The   portable restrictions such as bandwidth limit, dormancy, sporadic connection, etc. often enhance 
collecting on the movable device or the adoption of cloud-level application services in cloud computing 
[70]. Using the request level cache services to reduce roundtrips to cloud storage [71].Though, new 
programming languages previously provide a key by permitting data caching finished a moveable 
device, and this allows the cloud request to continue employed if the, joining has lost moments [70]. 
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4.24. Usability and Biometric System for Cloud Computing Environment  
Although vital challenge is a very promising technology, the challenges slow down its growth and spread 
[72]. However, encryption that encrypts data using biometric features improves data challenge and 
overcomes major administrative and confidentiality issues [73].In order to maintain this record, this 
research needs separate biometrics in different locations which is a very expensive and maintenance 
process also associated with a burden. May be located in locations in different locations throughout the 
country, so the presence of so many devices require an increased cost[74].Biometrics are high-tech 
devices used to measure some physical properties for individual pursuit, such as fingerprints or retinal 
patterns. Biometrics measures are often combined with other procedures, such as PINs, to determine 
delegation rights [75]. 

4.25.  Cryptography and Steganography 
In this, it uses a unified approach of encrypting and hiding information because it will provide two-way 
challenge to the data that is sent to the network cloud[76]. First, the data gets converted to an encrypted 
format by using a cryptographic algorithm and then this encrypted data format is converted back into a 
rough image by using the hide information. Hiding information also hides the presence of a message, 
thus ensuring that the chances of data being tampered with are slim [67]..However, the Encryption 
Challenge Policy provides an encryption feature that provides that will be converted into readable data 
[43]. Furthermore, the encrypted data is difficult to read until the decryption is executed, but there are 
techniques that indicate that encrypted data can be converted into readable form using appropriate keys 
[77].Cloud computing today uses a cryptographic process to enhance online challenge such as digital 
signature, e-commerce and to validate transactions [78]. 
 
5. Conclusions 
The adoption of cloud computing provides continuous benefits such flexibility of their businesses in 
terms data storage, exchange, transform which enable them to upgrade their profitability, 
interoperability, capability, and scalability that can distribute multiple applications cost-effectively. 
Despite the advantages of the cloud computing these advantages do not offer better security in security 
challenges, includes lack of trust in data security and privacy, integrity, confidentiality, and availability. 
For this reason, this paper investigates previous literature in achievement of best practices in cloud 
services based on their impact and severity on critical assets. To help better understand the current cloud 
computing adoption decision factors. In this work, we examine and investigate identifying 25-key 
factors to fulfil better practice in cloud computing. Furthermore, assist organizations in creation the right 
decision on whether to adoption the cloud computing. 
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